Local Government Since 1945 Making
Contemporary Britain
Yeah, reviewing a books Local Government Since 1945 Making Contemporary Britain could
amass your near links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As
understood, talent does not recommend that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as competently as contract even more than supplementary will present each
success. next to, the pronouncement as without difficulty as insight of this Local Government Since
1945 Making Contemporary Britain can be taken as with ease as picked to act.

The Changing Geography of the UK 3rd Edition Hugh Matthews 2020-10-29
This book presents a full description and
interpretation of the changes that have occurred
in the United Kingdom during the 1990s. It
offers an understanding of the social, economic,
political, and physical forces bringing about the

changes in the United Kingdom.
Britain Since 1945 - Jonathan Hollowell
2008-04-15
This book offers a comprehensive overview of
Britain's development since the end of the
Second World War. It comprises 23
contributions from leading authorities and
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newer scholars, set in context with a foreword
by Raymond Seitz. A comprehensive and
fascinating introduction to Britain from the end
of the Second World War Draws together the
themes that have dominated discussion amongst
scholars and media commentators The chapters
are set in context with a foreword by Raymond
Seitz Covers topics such as foreigh policy,
political parties, the media, race relations,
women and social change, science and IT,
culture, industrial relations, the welfare state,
and political and economic issues in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland
The Major Premiership - Peter Dorey
2016-07-27
This book examines the politics and policies of
the Major governments from 1990 to 1997. It
examines how and why the Major governments
sought to reform the civil service, local
government, education, social security, and
industrial relations, and the extent to which such
reform constituted a continuation of

Thatcherism. It also considers the problems
experienced by John Major in leading and
managing the parliamentary Conservative party,
with Europe proving particularly problematic for
his premiership.
Ideas and Think Tanks in Contemporary Britain Michael Kandiah 1996
This study looks at the influence of ideas and
think tanks in Britain, contemplating how ideas
have shaped politics and society. The purveyors
of ideas for change - the think tanks - are
examined, and academics and participants views
are recorded in a number of interviews.
Churchill to Major: The British Prime
Ministership since 1945 - R.L. Borthwick
2016-09-16
This text summarizes the research on, and
experiences of, democratic legislatures around
the world. It focuses on what legislatures are
and what they do - as both consequence of and
contributor to democratic self-government.
Historical Abstracts - 2000
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British System of Government - Anthony H Birch
2013-02-28
The tenth edition of this acclaimed text
continues to provide a lively, comprehensive and
up-to-date account of British political
institutions, of the way in which they operate,
and of the society in which they developed. It
includes new sections on the following key
areas: the monarchy and the House of Lords the
1997 general election the transformation of the
Labour party and the demise of the Tory's the
European Union devolution the judicial system
Northern Ireland.
Alan Davie - Douglas Hall 1992
Alan Davie's work is included in public and
private collections around the world and he has
for many years been an influential figure in
British art. His considerable international
reputation was confirmed when he won the
painting prize at the 1963 São Paulo
Biennial.This book was published to coincide
with the artist's 70th birthday and was produced

with the complete collaboration of the artist,
who designed a cover and endpapers specially
for the volume.In his introduction, Douglas Hall
(former director of the Scottish National Gallery
of Modern Art) offers an analysis of the
development of Davie's work, and an additional
contribution by Michael Tucker explores the
relationship between Alan Davie's music-making
and his painting.The documentation in this
volume is thorough and comprehensive, with
biography, bibliography, lists of exhibitions and
public collections, and an illustrated catalogue of
the artist's major paintings.
The Life and Death of the Shopping City Alistair Kefford 2022-04-07
Traces the transformation redevelopment of
Britain's cities from post-war reconstruction and
modernist urban renewal to the present day.
Dilemmas of Change in British Politics - Donley
T. Studlar 1984-10-01
Ideas and Think Tanks in Contemporary
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Britain - Michael David Kandiah 2013-10-23
This study looks at the influence of ideas and
think tanks in Britain, contemplating how ideas
have shaped politics and society. The purveyors
of ideas for change - the think tanks - are
examined, and academics and participants views
are recorded in a number of interviews.
Policy Making in Britain - Peter Dorey
2005-04-05
'By applying the range of tools of policy analysis
to the detail of the policy making machinery of
British government, Peter Dorey's text has met a
need for teachers and students of these subjects
which has not been fulfilled for a decade or
more. I have adopted it straight away as a 'must
buy' for my own students' - Justin Greenwood,
Robert Gordon University 'A very welcome
addition to the literature on public policy-making
in contemporary Britain and ideal for teaching
purposes. Peter Dorey's new book is clearly
written, theoretically informed, but also rich in
illustration. A key resource for all students of

British public policy' - Dr Andrew Denham,
Reader in Government, University of
Nottingham This accessible textbook introduces
students to the public policy-making process in
Britain today. Assuming no prior knowledge, it
provides a full review of the key actors,
institutions and processes by addressing the
following questions: who sets the public policy
agenda? who influences the detail of public
policy? what makes for successful
implementation of public policy? is there such a
thing as ‘British’ public policy? Peter Dorey is
careful to ground theory in the reality of
contemporary British politics and the text fully
assesses the impact of devolution and European
integration and the evolution from government
to governance. The result is a lively and
accessible new text that will be required reading
for all students of contemporary British politics,
public policy and governance.
The Ten Legal Cases That Made Modern
Britain - Inigo Bing 2022-07-12
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LIFE. SEX. RACE. POWER. FREE SPEECH.
PROTEST. PRIVACY. DEMOCRACY.
SOVEREIGNTY. DEATH. Society shapes law...
and law shapes society. We like to imagine that
progress comes about when Parliament spots a
looming groundswell in public opinion and
responds by changing the laws that govern our
daily lives. This is not always true. In this
fascinating book, Inigo Bing unravels ten legal
cases in which the decisions of judges or a jury
either heralded a shift in outlook or forced
Parliament to respond to simmering social
change. Some of these cases demonstrate the
role judges have in defending our civil liberties
against overweening executive power,
articulating inherent unwritten rights Parliament
would prefer to keep quiet about. Others explore
what happens when rapid technological or social
change outpaces government, placing urgent
ethical dilemmas in the lap of the court. All of
them have had a lasting impact on the society
we inhabit. Taken together, these stories provide

a powerful insight into eighty years of British
social, political and cultural history, illustrating
why legal cases are just as important to making
our world as laws written by Parliament or
grassroots changes within society.
The politics of housing - Peter Shapely
2017-10-03
Exploring the politics of housing during
1890-1990, this fascinating study examines the
interaction not only of national and local politics
but also of local factors such as civic culture, key
local players, local discourse and geographical
and demographic problems. This book argues
that increasingly, tenants acted as consumers of
a public service, and it questions the way in
which notions of consumerism shaped responses
to the housing debate. An analysis of the impact
of legislation on housing policy in different cities
is provided, as well as a more detailed account
of the politics of housing in Manchester,
including the Victorian legacy, the emergence of
local government intervention, post-war
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overspill estates, new system-built flats and their
rapid deterioration, rising tenant anger and
protests, and the beginning of a new approach
based on consultation and partnerships. The
book will be of value to anyone studying urban
history, politics, governance, civic culture, social
policy and society.
Learning from Other Countries: The CrossNational Dimension in Urban Policy Making - I.
Masser 2005-08-11
Looking at the lessons we can learn from
international research in urban and regional
planning, this book explores the challenges in
using cross-country studies. The contributors
address how to approach researching planning
in other countries, and how to then diffuse the
planning information. Key topics include:
comparable urban data, and how to use it
working with international agencies
methodological issues in cross-country research
translating theory into practice Case studies
include researching new towns in France and

Poland, and problems doing empirical work in
Eastern Europe.
Architecture and Design For the Family in
Britain, 1900-1970 - David Jeremiah
2000-11-18
Drawing from archeology, history, town
planning, and sociology, this study considers
family homes and new neighborhoods, the
products and plans for everyday life, and the
family lifestyle. Information is presented
chronologically and in terms of class. Chapters
focus on specific periods of time between 1918
and 1969, as well as on issues like health,
comfort, and happiness. Forty-nine illustrations
and black and white photographs are featured.
Distributed by Palgrave. Annotation copyrighted
by Book News Inc., Portland, OR.
Books in Print - 1994
Politics UK - Bill Jones 2018-03-16
This revised and updated ninth edition of the
bestselling textbook Politics UK is an
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indispensable introduction to British politics. It
provides a thorough and accessible overview of
the institutions and processes of British
government, a good grounding in British
political history and an incisive introduction to
the issues and challenges facing Britain today,
including the European referendum and Brexit.
The ninth edition welcomes brand new material
from seven new contributors to complement the
rigorously updated and highly respected
chapters retained from the previous edition. It
delivers excellent coverage of contemporary
events including a new chapter on Euroscepticism and the European referendum, an
assessment of the performance of Labour’s
leadership, the trials and tribulations of the
Liberal Democrats and UKIP, and the evolving
devolution debate in Scotland, led by the
Scottish Nationalist Party. Features of the new
edition include: Britain in context boxes offering
contrasting international perspectives on key
themes in British politics A comprehensive

‘who’s who’ of politics in the form of Profile
boxes featuring key political figures And another
thing . . . pieces containing short articles written
by distinguished commentators including Mark
Garnett, Sir David Omand, Richard Wilkinson
and Sir Simon Jenkins An epilogue analyzing the
turbulent state of UK politics following the
European referendum With chapters written by
highly respected scholars in the field and
contemporary articles on real-world politics from
well-known political commentators, this textbook
is an essential guide for all students of British
politics.
Modern Playhouses - Alistair Fair 2018-03-09
Modern Playhouses is the first detailed study of
the major programme of theatre-building which
took place in Britain between the 1950s and the
1980s. Drawing on a vast range of archival
material - much of which had never previously
been studied by historians - it sets architecture
in a wide social and cultural context, presenting
the history of post-war theatre buildings as a
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history of ideas relating not only to performance
but also to culture, citizenship, and the modern
city. During this period, more than sixty major
new theatres were constructed in locations from
Plymouth to Inverness, Aberystwyth to Ipswich.
The most prominent example was the National
Theatre in London, but the National was only the
tip of the iceberg. Supported in many cases by
public subsidies, these buildings represented a
new kind of theatre, conceived as a public
service. Theatre was ascribed a transformative
role, serving as a form of 'productive' recreation
at a time of increasing affluence and leisure.
New theatres also contributed to debates about
civic pride, urbanity, and community. Ultimately,
theatre could be understood as a vehicle for the
creation of modern citizens in a consciously
modernizing Britain. Yet while recognizing, as
contemporaries did, that the new theatres of the
post war decades represented change, Modern
Playhouses also asks how radically different
these buildings really were, and what their

'mainstream' architecture reveals of the history
of modern British architecture, and of post-war
Britain.
Local Government Since 1945 - Nirmala Rao
1997-12-30
This introductory textbook provides an historical
overview of developments in local government in
postwar Britain. Examines role of local
government both as partner and as agent of
central ministries Based substantially on original
research, yet written accessibly for beginning
students and general readers Ken Young is the
leading authority in this field, and Nirmala Rao a
much- respected younger scholar
The Changing Geography of the United Kingdom
- Vince Gardiner 2000
Since 1990 the UK has undergone major shifts in
terms of its land, economy, society, policy and
environment, all of which have had a profound
effect on the geographical landscape. This fully
revised edition of a well-known book presents a
full description and interpretation of the
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changes that have occurred during the 1990s. It
includes a great deal of new material from a
revised team of contributors.
The British System of Government - Anthony
Harold Birch 1998
Provides an account of British political
institutions, the way in which they operate, and
the society in which they developed. Contains
sections on the social basis, the constitutional
framework, political actors and their roles, the
process of government, and the citizen and
government. This tenth edition contains new
material on the monarchy and the House of
Lords, the 1997 general election, the
transformation of the Labor Party, the European
Union, and Northern Ireland. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
British Society Since 1945 - Arthur Marwick
1996
High and popular culture; family, race, gender
and class relations; sexual attitudes and material
conditions; science and technology - the

diversity of social development in these areas is
explored in this text within a clear chronological
framework.
The Politics of Expertise - Matthew Hilton
2013-04-25
Offers a challenging new interpretation of
politics in contemporary Britain through an
examination of non-governmental organisations.
Demonstrate how politics and political activism
has changed over the last half century.
Western Europe 2012 - Wayne C. Thompson
2012-08
Latest issue consulted: 36th ed. (2017).
NGOs in Contemporary Britain - N. Crowson
2009-04-22
Examining the history of social movements and
non-state socio-political action, this volume
shows how Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) have proliferated in Britain since 1945,
and how they have raised new political agendas,
revived associational life, and arguably repoliticized generations disillusioned with the
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politics of the ballot box.
NYE - Nicklaus Thomas-Symonds 2014-12-18
Aneurin – Nye – Bevan was one of the pivotal
Labour Party figures of the post-war era in
Britain. As Minister for Health in Attlee's
government, his role in the foundation of the
National Health Service, the world's largest
publically-funded health service, changed the
face of British society forever. The son of a coal
miner from South Wales, Bevan was a life-long
champion of social justice and the rights of
working people, as such becoming one of the
leading proponents of Socialist thought in
Britain. In this book, acclaimed author Nicklaus
Thomas-Symonds provides the first full
biography of Bevan in over two decades.
Drawing on first-hand interviews as well as
recently released sources, he provides a unique
portrait of one of the great British statesmen of
the twentieth century.
Contemporary Britain - John McCormick
2018-02-13

A new edition of a popular introduction to all
aspects of life in Britain. This version reflects on
the ongoing fallout from the global financial and
eurozone crises; the May 2015 General Election;
the September 2014 referendum on Scottish
independence; the new tone of debate on
immigration; and the June 2016 Brexit
referendum. It offers broad-range coverage and
is accessibly written for students.
Economic Policy - Brian Atkinson 1996-09-06
This text provides comprehensive coverage of
the core elements of economic policy, from both
microeconomic and macroeconomic approaches.
The authors have placed policy in its historical
and political context so that readers can
appreciate the theoretical roots. In particular,
the effects of globalisation and membership of
the European Union upon policy are considered.
This book will be particularly appropriate for
introductory courses on economic policy and
economics courses with a particular policy
emphasis.
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Rediscovering Voluntary Action - C. Rochester
2013-11-20
Volunteering and voluntary organizations have
become increasingly important in British social
and political life but at a cost. Greater
prominence has led to a narrow and distorted
view of what voluntary action involves and how
it is undertaken. This book reasserts the case for
a broader view of voluntarism as a unique set of
autonomous activities.
A Bibliography of British History,
1914-1989 - Keith Robbins 1996
Containing over 25,000 entries, this unique
volume will be absolutely indispensable for all
those with an interest in Britain in the twentieth
century. Accessibly arranged by theme, with
helpful introductions to each chapter, a huge
range of topics is covered. There is a
comprehensiveindex.
Britain Since 1945 - David Childs 2006
This is the sixth edition of what has become the
standard textbook on contemporary British

political history since the end of World War II.
This authoritative chronological survey discusses
domestic policy and politics in particular, but
also covers external and international relations.
The new and improved edition of this important
book brings the picture to the present by
including the following additions: ʺ September
11th ʺ the Iraq war and after ʺ the election of
Iain Duncan Smith DS and Michael Howard as
leaders of the Conservative party ʺ the issue of
immigration ʺ the new royal wedding ʺ the 2005
election ʺ the importance of China on the British
stage. Britain since 1945 is essential reading for
any student of contemporary British history and
politics.
Western Europe 2013 - Wayne C. Thompson
2013-08-28
Western Europe is an annually updated
presentation of each sovereign country in
Western Europe, past and present.
Explaining Local Government - J. A. Chandler
2007
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In this work, J.A. Chandler explains how local
government in Britain has evolved from a
structure that appeared to be relatively free
from central government interference to, as John
Prescott observes, 'one of the most centralised
systems of government in the Western world'.
Forthcoming Books - Rose Arny 1998-04
Contemporary British Identity - Christina
Julios 2017-11-30
Against the background of an increasingly
diverse British society, this book traces the
evolution of British identity in the twentieth
century. Debates exploring the nature of
Britishness and multiculturalism are here
deconstructed through a linguistic lens, which
considers the role played by the English
language in shaping Britain's national identity.
Within this context, two significant historical
events are considered: the expansionism of
nineteenth century British Empire, and the
subsequent rise of the United States to the

position of world superpower. In charting the
development of British nationhood over time, the
book identifies three contrasting public
narratives, each reflecting society's perceptions
of the identity question at particular points in
time: a discourse of laissez-faire at the turn of
the century; a discourse of multiculturalism in
the ensuing decades; and a discourse of
integration during the closing years. The book
raises fundamental questions about who we are
as a nation and how we got here. It also provides
clues as to the direction the prevailing public
discourse on British identity is likely to take in
the twenty-first century.
The Modern British Party System - Paul
Webb 2000-07-26
`This is a really excellent book, the best on
British parties that I have read in recent years.
Paul Webb utilises the latest research and
modern analytical techniques to provide a
sophisticated study of parties and the party
system which is packed with information. It is a
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major contribution not just to the literature on
British politics but also to the comparative
literature on political parties' - David Denver,
Lancaster University `Paul Webb's new book is
likely to remain the standard work on the British
party system for years to come' - Peter Mair,
University of Leiden `A landmark study. I cannot
commend this book too highly to teachers of
British politics, students and professional
analysts alike' - Ian Budge, University of Essex
`An excellent book that will be much quoted by
scholars in future years' - Alan Ware, Oxford
University `Paul Webb provides the most
comprehensive and well-documented analysis of
the programmatic and organizational changes in
the British party system. His conclusion that
British parties remain critically important to the
functioning of democracy is strengthened by his
comparative approach. This book is a major
contribution to the study of British party politics'
- Patrick Seyd, University of Sheffield Providing
a complete up-to-date overview of the changing

nature of contemporary party politics in Britain,
this book draws on models of comparative
politics and the latest empirical analysis to
explain the capacity of British parties to adapt to
a changing political environment. A number of
broad themes include: the nature and extent of
party competition; the internal life and
organizational development of parties; the
variety of evolving party systems in the United
Kingdom; and the links between parties and the
wider political system. The current weaknesses
of party performance are addressed, and the
scope of reform explained and examined.
Contrary to claims of 'decline', however, the
book demonstrates that party politics remain
essentially vibrant and intrinsic to modern
British democracy. The Modern British Party
System will be an essential text for all students
of contemporary British politics, parties and
party systems.
Deprivation, State Interventions and Urban
Communities in Britain, 1968–79 - Peter Shapely
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2017-08-16
Focusing on a series of policy initiatives from the
late 1960s through to the end of the 1970s, this
book looks at how successive governments tried
to address growing concerns about urban
deprivation across Britain. It provides unique
insights into policy and governance and into the
socio-economic and cultural causes and
consequences of poverty. Starting with the
impact of redevelopment policies, immigration
and the rise of the ‘inner city’, this book
examines the pressures and challenges that
explain the development of policy by successive
Labour and Conservative governments. It looks
at the effectiveness and limits of different
community development approaches and at the
inadequacies of policy in tackling urban
deprivation. In doing so, the book highlights the
restricted impact of pilot projects and reform of
public services in resolving deprivation as well
as the broader limits of social planning and state
welfare. Crucially, it also plots the shift in policy

from an emphasis on achieving statutory service
efficiencies and rolling out social development
programmes towards an ever-greater stress on
regeneration and support for private capital as
the solution to transforming the inner city.
British Politics - Simon Griffiths 2018-03-14
Fully revised and updated third edition of a
popular, established textbook, providing a
definitive introduction to Britain's politics,
political institutions and processes.
Comprehensively re-worked and re-structured to
better align with courses, this new edition places
great emphasis on the changing context of
British politics while addressing key themes
such as the ongoing importance of gender and
ethnicity to political and social life in Britain.
Furthermore, the book's familiar authoritative
style has been retained with a fresh look and
revitalized pedagogical features to provide a
complete learning package. The book is
designed for courses on or related to British
politics. Its accessible style and context-setting
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Part 1 will make it ideal for students new to the
field (particularly those who haven't studied the
subject at school level or international students),
but its rigour will stimulate and engage more
experienced students. New to this Edition: Fully updated to cover the 2016 EU Referendum,
the 2017 General Election and other key political
developments - 'Politics in Action' videos with
key academic experts and practitioners offer
differing viewpoints on the political system Expanded companion website featuring regular
updates and additional pedagogic tools for
students and lecturers alike, such as self-test
quizzes, flashcards, timelines, a lecturer
testbank and lecture slides - Vibrant and
engaging full colour page design to help your
students navigate the book's broad coverage

An Ethnic History of Europe since 1945 Panikos Panayi 2018-10-08
The first history of Europe since 1945 which
examines the continent from a mainly ethnic
perspective, Panikos Panayi has drawn on years
of research to produce this comparative and
exploratory account of the experience of ethnic
minorities in post-war Europe. The coverage
encompasses all categories of minorities
including immigrants and refugees, localised
ethnic groupings and dispersed peoples.
Geographically, the scope of the book ranges
from the Atlantic to the Urals and the
Mediterranean to the Arctic, looking in
particular at the Soviet Union, Britain, France,
Germany, Romania, Cyprus and the former
Yugoslavia.
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